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ABSTRACT
Networked gatekeepers on social media increasingly influence which people and groups receive media attention. Many unknowingly direct much greater attention to men than to women. Can technologies support these gatekeepers to follow their own values of equality? Theories of value consistency suggest that confronting people with inconsistencies between values and behavior can prompt behavior change. In this paper, we introduce FollowBias, a novel system that offers feedback on the percentage of women that users follow on Twitter. We conduct field deployments of FollowBias with 61 and 78 participants, exploring differences between their values and behavior, their explanations of those differences, and their changes in behavior. In the first, FollowBias users had a 45 percentage point greater chance of increasing the percentage of women followed over one week. In the second, we fail to find an effect. We also offer findings on political and ethical trade-offs in designing systems for behavior change toward equality.
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INTRODUCTION
Information in the public sphere is increasingly mediated by online social networks, restructuring the challenges for women’s equal representation in society. Where organizations once functioned as primary gatekeepers of who was most visible in the media, “networked gatekeepers” now direct considerable attention towards the people they interact with and amplify [6]. Advocates of networked journalism on the microblogging platform Twitter have argued that it has broadened access to diverse voices beyond institutional gatekeepers [57, 22, 33]. Organizing online, women have gained substantial visibility and power in areas including parenting and feminism [32, 5, 43]. Yet availability is not the same as attention. Collective preferences from individuals and their networks can limit their exposure to diverse viewpoints [4]. In the United States, internet users have discriminated against women and people of color in online classifieds [13], accommodation rentals [15], and charitable donations [51]. Women remain a minority of voices in print and online news media [36], and early evidence suggests that online news audiences may share women’s writing less than men’s writing [37]. Consequently, there is no guarantee that networked gatekeepers will behave any more equitably than institutions toward women.

Quantitative measures of women’s presence in the media have long played a part in advocacy towards women’s equality [62, 61]. Yet as networked gatekeepers take greater power in public attention, networked approaches need to join these institutional efforts toward equality.

In this paper, we introduce FollowBias, a system that supports networked gatekeepers to monitor and change the percentage of women they pay attention to and amplify on Twitter. FollowBias draws from theories of personal behavior change in social psychology, exposing people to inconsistencies between their beliefs about equality and their observed behavior toward women online. When a participant logs in, the system accesses information about the accounts they follow on Twitter and presents them with information about the percentage of women that they follow. FollowBias also offers collaborative recommendations of women to follow on Twitter.

We situate FollowBias in the history of quantitative advocacy for women’s representation. We also explore the need for FollowBias in an analysis of the representation of women in the Twitter behavior of 3,656 journalists. Finally, in two mixed-methods, randomized field deployments of FollowBias with 61 and 78 participants on Twitter, we investigate gender differences in the accounts that participants follow, their explanations for their behavior, their values towards gender equality, and their guesses on the attention they offer women online. We offer experimental findings on the actions over time of participants exposed to FollowBias, followed by observational findings on the reported experience of users. Taken together, this paper offers findings on the design of systems to support personal behavior change towards equality in online social networks.

This paper was accepted for publication by the 20th ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work & Social Computing on September 6th 2016. A final version of this paper will be published in February 2017. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2998181.2998287
**Women's Representation in the Media**

The visibility of women in public conversation is an important link toward widened participation and equality. While scholarship in communications and media studies consider details in “media representations” that shape cultural expectations about certain groups, the “symbolic representation” of simply including women in institutions and media may also affect outcomes for women [50]. Media coverage of women is linked with political participation; more women demonstrate political knowledge and vote in places where women run and are elected for public office [10]. In the long term, knowledge of women role models influences adolescents’ career aspirations [63]. Globally, women journalists have been shown to represent a more diverse range of identities in their articles than men [36]. Among occasional media contributors, the exposure from opinion articles, interviews, and book reviews often leads to paid speaking opportunities, book contracts, book sales, grant funding, and job opportunities [17, 28]. Yet women continue to receive levels of public attention that are disproportionately low given their contributions [36].

Online publishers, from blogs to social media, have broadened the availability of diverse voices. Women have also strengthened solidarity and collective action using online platforms [53, 34]. For example, parenting blogs have occasionally gained national social and political influence [32, 5]. But greater connections among women may not amount to greater visibility within society. Writing about online feminism in 2011, cultural critic Emily Nussbaum remarked that online feminist blogs “emboldened readers to join in, to take risks in the safety of the shared spotlight.” At the same time, she worried that these conversations might not actually broaden the visibility or influence of women: “who is going to hear your voice if you can’t get their attention?” [43].

Overall, women receive no more coverage online than in other media. Women were no more likely to appear in online news media than print or broadcast globally in 2013, constituting 26% of people in print, broadcast, and online news, consistent with findings from previous years [35, 36]. Furthermore, early evidence suggests that for some topics where authorship is prominent, articles by women may be shared less by social media audiences than similar articles by similar men [37].

**The Under-Representation of Women in Social Media By Networked Gatekeepers**

Hope of broadened diversity through online social networks have rested in the work of journalists like Andy Carvin, who used social media during the Arab uprisings of 2011 to access “alternative actors” from usual news sources on the Middle East and North Africa [22, 33]. Analyses of information flows at such moments have shown that certain people emerge as “curators” [39] or “networked gatekeepers” [6] who work outside traditional news institutions to shape what their large audiences encounter.

These networked gatekeepers, whether individual, collective, or automated [4], are coming under greater scrutiny as social media becomes a primary means of distributing media. Formerly heralded as bringers of diversity, they are now seen as forces that may undermine the “careful curation of plurality” that is expected of media institutions [7] by professional journalism societies [2] and government regulators.

Parallel literature in computer science has explored the under-representation of women in a wide variety of peer production contexts, where online volunteers collaborate to create information resources. In these contexts, research has identified gender differences in online platforms including Wikipedia [29, 23], OpenStreetMap [60], Pinterest [45, 11], and news comment sections [49]. These differences may create feedback loops of marginalization; further research has documented under-representations of women in the knowledge created when women are a minority of contributors [52].

In this paper, we focus on systematic under-representation of women by network gatekeepers on Twitter. Plausible explanations for this under-representation are numerous, including cultural attitudes towards women’s equality [24], social factors including the available pool of notable women [59, 52], implicit biases against women [20], and social preferences among men [38]. The FollowBias system is designed to address the case where the behavior of a networked gatekeeper differs from their personal values or their beliefs about what is acceptable in society (e.g. social norms).

**Gender Differences in Twitter Behavior of Journalists**

To explore the need for a system to expand women’s representation on social media, we conducted an analysis of tweets and follow networks of 3,656 US and UK journalists. This analysis is offered as documentation of our design process rather than a finding with precise estimates of gender differences in journalist behavior on Twitter. We collected journalist twitter accounts in December 2013 from official, public twitter lists by 21 print and digital-first media organizations. For example, the “Seattle Times Staff” Twitter list includes current staff at the Seattle Times.1 We supplemented this archive with public lists maintained by a journalist who has been recognized publicly for Twitter lists of media organization staff [44].

We classified the name sex of each account in this list using an automated software library [56], supplemented with manual coding in cases of uncertainty. Accounts that were not people or whose identity was not identifiably male or female were labeled as brands/bots/other. One account remained unlabeled. We also accessed approximately 6.3 million tweets from these accounts on Jan 3, 20142 and labeled the name sex of accounts they mentioned in their tweets. We counted more than 1.5 million individual mentions of other accounts. The 1,000 top mentioned accounts whose name sex was unclassified (65% of total interactions) were manually coded for the gender presented in profile images.3 Within our sample, 28% of journalist Twitter accounts appeared to be by women, ten percent less than the percentage of women employed as

---

1We sent tweets to those accounts asking if the accounts were up-to-date. Two media organizations confirmed the accuracy of the list, and one organization asked to be removed from the dataset.

2up to 3,200 historical tweets from each account

3Gender labeling by three coders did not overlap, so inter-rater reliability measures are not available.
Within journalism, there is no evidence in any direction that publishing quantitative measures of news diversity has any effect on institutional behavior. Longitudinal statistical models have found that societal changes in U.S. women’s employment and political involvement, not internal leadership factors, explain the slow growth in visibility for women in the news [59]. Public pressure can also prompt a backlash, as VIDA board member Amy King worried in her introduction to the advocacy group’s 2013 release of data on book reviews about women’s writing [28]:

“I fear the attention we’ve already given them has either motivated their editors to disdain the mirrors we’ve held up to further neglect or encouraged them to actively turn those mirrors into funhouse parodies at costs to women.”

The FollowBias system is situated in the tradition of quantitative advocacy for women’s representation. By creating a system for personal behavior change, we have also drawn lessons from the uncertain effects of transparency and public pressure. Unlike efforts to pressure reluctant institutions, FollowBias supports people who are already supportive of women’s equality to adopt those values in their own behavior.

**Personal Behavior Change**

FollowBias draws from theories of behavior change from social psychology, participating in a wider set of systems in Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) for personal behavior change.

Among the many theory-driven field experiments on prejudice reduction in social psychology, research on “value consistency” has tested the effect of exposing participants to the inconsistencies between their values and their behavior [47].

In the Rokeach value confrontation experiment, researchers instructed college students that people who value equality tend to sympathize with civil rights for black Americans. In followups after 17 and 21 months, Rokeach found that students who received the lecture experienced greater increases in support for civil rights than the control group. Twice as many treatment students enrolled in ethnic studies courses and 2.8 times more treatment students responded to a mailing from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People [54, 55]. Subsequent research has attributed these effects to a tendency to reduce “cognitive dissonance” between values and behavior, inspiring similar interventions to encourage water conservation and condom use [3, 12]. The FollowBias system uses a similar approach by revealing to users the percentage of women they follow on Twitter, making visible the discrepancies between their values and their behavior.

Systems for behavior change towards diversity have focused on encouraging notions of “balance” in the political and geographical diversity of reading and commenting. Some of these systems offer a visual display of diversity: illustrating “balance” of a user’s reading behavior [41] or displaying the ideological positions of other commenters [31]. Other systems offer spatial illustrations of reading behavior [27] and complex visualisations of an “opinion space” [16]. Some of these systems also recommend news that might expand participants’ information diversity [27, 41]. While one field deployment

---

**Changing the Representation of Women In the Media**

The FollowBias system participates in a forty year history of quantitative research and advocacy for women’s representation in the media. Early research in this tradition combined academic scholarship with advocacy by counting the number of women and girls appearing in media. In the 1970s and 80s, scholar-advocates Lauren Weitzman and Dorothy Jurney counted the absence of women in U.S. children’s books and political news to show how women’s interests were poorly served when women were excluded from public conversations [62]. Jurney took her findings to news editors, pointing out gaps in their coverage and urging them to change [61]. Today, advocates continue to use quantitative findings to pressure institutions towards equality. Since the 1990s, the Global Media Monitoring Project has coordinated a large-scale longitudinal analysis of women’s representation in print and broadcast media across 114 countries, supporting global advocacy for women’s equality in the news [36, 35]. VIDA Women in Literary Arts publicizes charts about the limited coverage of books by women in specific literary publications [28]. The Op Ed Project collects data on women’s presence in opinion sections to inform their advocacy and capacity development work among women opinion makers [17].

Editors and journalists often reply to advocates that they can’t find women to publish or include in their writing. To address this response, several organizations offer recommendations of eligible women, manually curating lists of notable women and their topics of expertise [8, 1]. Feminist bloggers also participate in list-making to encourage their communities to follow women’s voices [40]. Some of these efforts involve systems for computer-supported cooperative work: the Public Insight network coordinates a database of potential sources across reporters at public radio stations [48].

Yet as a design motivation activity, our analysis convinced us
showed a modest effect on political diversity of reading behavior [41], exposure to these systems has not consistently been associated with significant changes in reading behavior. This inconsistency may derive from the difficulty of defining change; many differing values may underly a participant’s expressed interest in information diversity [31].

Rather than relate complex values to complex measures of political or geographic information diversity, FollowBias addresses a single-dimension scale of gender on social media.

THE FOLLOWBIAS SYSTEM
In the design of FollowBias, we set out to develop a system that could support individual networked gatekeepers to change their behavior towards women on Twitter. FollowBias shows users the percentage of women and men that they choose to follow on Twitter. Inspired by value consistency research, the software reveals to users the inconsistencies between their values and their behavior toward women on Twitter.

Users log into the service using their Twitter account. After completing a survey, users are shown the gender ratio of who they follow: women, men, and brands/bots/more (Figure 1). They are then offered opportunities to make corrections to the automated results, review suggestions from other users on who to follow, and make suggestions of their own. Records on participants are updated every six hours from Twitter; users can log in at any time to see their current result.

System Architecture
As a system design, FollowBias is a “successor system,” a work of critical design that monitors an existing platform to support social critique and social change [18]. For example, the Turkopticon system monitors work requests on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform and collects ratings on work requesters. These ratings offer a critique of labor practices on the platform and support workers to make informed decisions about what work to accept [26]. The Snuggle system monitors socio-technical vandalism response systems on Wikipedia. Snuggle offers alternative measures to Wikipedia’s vandalism detection processes and mobilizes Wikipedians for social change in the socialization of newcomers [21]. Like these other successor systems, FollowBias monitors user behavior on Twitter and offers an alternative metric that supports critique and behavior change.

The FollowBias interface is a Javascript web application for desktop and mobile devices. A server application manages permissions, aggregates and serves data used by the browser layer, and responds to user corrections. A multi-server queueing system manages processes to query the Twitter API for participant behavior, monitor changes in who users follow, and archive participant results. Name sex inferences are provided by Open Gender Tracker [56].

Design Considerations
During the design process, we considered decisions about (a) personal feedback versus public pressure, (b) the quality of the gender measures (c) trade-offs between identity and privacy, and (d) the social constraints of behavior change.

Public Pressure Versus Private Feedback
When designing FollowBias, we decided to keep a person’s results private. Quantitative measures of gender disparities are often published widely to create public pressure upon powerful institutions [28]. These efforts have yielded uncertain results in the case of institutions, and applying public pressure to individuals on social media can introduce substantial risks. Advocacy campaigns sometimes fruitfully pressure powerful individuals by highlighting their shortcomings. However, online transparency creates differential risks for marginalized populations [9]. In our analysis of journalists on Twitter, we found that most of the women journalists in our sample followed more men than women. If we had designed a system that automatically applied public pressure on its users, we might have done substantial harm to the voice and careers of the very people we set out to support.

When designing FollowBias, we chose against a design that would apply public pressure to Twitter users at scale. FollowBias minimizes risk by only showing participants their own results. Private, personal results also align the design with findings from social psychology on the effect of value confrontation on behavior change.

Quality of Gender Measures
FollowBias is capable of offering personalized feedback at greater scales and frequencies than the human-coded gender counts published by media representation advocates. As an automated service, FollowBias achieves this scale through a trade-off in the quality of its measures. Since the automated name sex coding of Twitter accounts is not always correct, FollowBias invites users to correct these judgments for the accounts they follow. All judgments are added to a collective datastore that improves the accuracy of everyone’s results (Figure 2). The FollowBias result is automatically updated on screen every time the participant makes a correction. Where more than one user has made a correction to a given account, the system shows individual users the correction they made while internally adopting the most common judgment.

Gender Identity and Privacy
Any advocacy or research that focuses solely on gender binaries offers a limited view of gender. Yet in FollowBias, we
chose to limit our system design to a gender binary to balance competing trade-offs of personalization, quality, and privacy. To achieve scalable personalization of the system, we adopted an automated measure of Twitter account gender presentation, supplemented with collaborative corrections. If we had invited collaborative corrections of more nuanced gender identities, our system could potentially disclose private information about the gender of third parties without their consent.

Since disclosure of gender represents a risk for many people, our system only requests that users record a male or female identity that the account owner has made public. FollowBias prominently reminds participants of the privacy risk when inviting corrections.

Although privacy concerns lead us to adopt binary gender categories in FollowBias, we have also incorporated critiques of that binary into the design of the system. By presenting the result through stereotypically pink and blue 3D glasses, FollowBias offers an implicit argument for equality while also foregrounding the constructed nature of the information it collects and shares with users. The metaphor of tinted glasses implicitly calls into question the automated metrics of gender binaries shown through the system’s lenses. The feedback that FollowBias offers is a work of artifice, like colored lenses, an imperfect filter to support users to evaluate the relationship between their values and their behavior.

Social Constraints of Behavior Change
Especially in matters of representation, a person’s capacity for behavior change is bounded by their social context. If a the social context of a FollowBias user includes very few women, it may be difficult for them to expand the percentage of women they follow.

In the second deployment, we introduced peer recommendations for who to follow. As participants corrected the automated judgments, they could select a star next to an account to recommend the account to others (Figure 2). Only accounts labeled as women were permissible as recommendations.

FollowBias shows users a random sample of recommendations immediately below the FollowBias result. We chose a random sample to maximize the diversity of our recommendations, attempting to avoid the winner-takes-all outcomes from popularity-based recommendation systems [58]. We also judged that the participants in our pilot deployments were in similar enough fields that a random selection of suggestions would not represent a relevance problem for participants.

In addition to showing recommendations, the system indicated how many women’s accounts a user would have to follow in order to increase the percentage of women they followed by five percent (Figure 3).

METHODS: STRUCTURING INDUCTIVE RESEARCH THROUGH FIELD EXPERIMENTS
In this paper, we offer findings from two pilot deployments of the FollowBias system with networked gatekeepers on Twitter. We investigate the values and behavior of these gatekeepers and evaluate design of FollowBias itself. To do so, we carry out mixed methods survey research, email interviews, observational analysis, and statistical analysis of participant behavior.

In both pilot deployments, we use field experiments to structure our quantitative and qualitative investigations. The contribution of this paper should not be seen as a purely deductive endeavour leading to a single hypothesis test. Instead, we adopt qualitative field experiment methods from social psychology and political science [46], where field experiments offer a way to structure findings from multiple methods.

Experiment Procedures
We evaluated the FollowBias system in two pilot deployments, one in April 2013 and another in December 2013 - January 2014. In both cases, we recruited Twitter users from a convenience sample of accounts that we considered to be networked gatekeepers because their position as professional journalists, their practice of regular blogging, or their standing in their
We use a placebo design to estimate the average treatment effect among compliers, the participants who responded to our recruitment materials [19]. We include the following variables:

**Main Outcome:** Did a User Increase the Percentage of Women They Followed? The main outcome variable for experimental analysis is the binary outcome of whether the participant’s difference in the percentage of women followed in the experiment period is greater than zero. In the first deployment, we observed the difference over one week. In the second deployment, we observed this difference over three weeks.

Like the results shown to participants, the dependent variable is constructed from the percentage of women within the total number of followed accounts. The dependent variable takes into account all corrections made in the history of the system up to the conclusion of the study period, for treatment and placebo participants alike.

Changes in this percentage over time come from changes in the relationships of three variables, each of which could increase or decrease. For example, one participant in a treatment group reduced who they followed by 63 accounts (18% of who they followed), in the process increasing the percentage of women they follow by 2.6 percentage points. Another participant followed 96 additional Twitter accounts in the experiment period, increasing the number of accounts they followed by 10% while only increasing the percentage of women they follow by less than one percentage point. A third participant followed more new women on Twitter than men, but they also followed a large number of accounts with gender unspecified. In consequence, the percentage of women they followed stayed the same, even though they followed 68 new accounts. This participant may have been deliberately following people with gender identities not included in our measure.

Changing the FollowBias result by one percentage point required different amounts of activity from different participants. One participant in a placebo group who was following no women added one female account the next week, resulting in a 5.3 point increase in the percentage of women they followed. In contrast, a treatment group participant following over 4,700 accounts would have needed to follow 262 new women in order to achieve the same percentage point increase.

In the second deployment, we introduced a peer suggestions system and implemented logging systems to monitor participant actions more closely. In particular, we monitored the action of clicking on a link to view a Twitter profile from the corrections or suggestions interface.

**Estimation Variables**

We use a placebo design to estimate the average treatment effect among compliers, the participants who responded to our recruitment materials. In both cases, participants in our recruitment pool were randomly assigned to treatment and placebo groups before recruitment. Participants were recruited through an email that offered participants an opportunity to try software that “analyzes who you follow on Twitter.” No mention was made of gender in the recruitment materials.

Every participant who responded was administered a pre-survey with questions about their values and behavior on Twitter. Since the primary goal of both deployments was to evaluate the design and experience of the system, we allocated 80% of recruitment pool to the treatment group. The treatment group was offered access to the FollowBias system, followed by a post-survey, several minutes after exposure to their FollowBias results. Several minutes after exposure to their FollowBias results, respondents in the treatment group were issued a post-survey. We also conducted semi-structured email interviews with over a dozen treatment group participants across both deployments.

The control group was offered a placebo in the form of a photograph of a cat wearing 3D-glasses similar to the glasses in the main FollowBias display (Figure 4).4

4Image from a music video by Denis Borisovich

In the second deployment, we introduced a peer suggestions system and implemented logging systems to monitor participant actions more closely. In particular, we monitored the action of clicking on a link to view a Twitter profile from the corrections or suggestions interface.

**Regression Adjustment Variables**

To improve estimation of standard errors, we conduct regression adjustment on the following variables: the reported gender of the user (male, female, unreported), the number of accounts followed by the user before the experiment, and the percentage of women they followed before the experiment.

**Estimation Procedures**

In this study, we test the following main hypothesis:

H1: Among participants who respond (compliers), FollowBias has a positive effect on the chance of increasing the percentage of women followed on Twitter.

The complier average treatment effect of FollowBias exposure on the probability of following more women after a period of time is estimated using a logistic regression model ($\alpha = 0.05$).

We also consider a secondary, non-causal hypothesis:

H2: Within the treatment group of the second deployment, use of the recommendation system is associated with larger differences in the percentage of women followed on Twitter over time.
The relationship between use of the recommendation system and increases in the percentage of women followed is estimated with a linear regression model ($\alpha = 0.05$).

**EXPERIMENT RESULTS**

In two randomized pilot deployments of FollowBias, we test the complier average treatment effect of using FollowBias on the chance of a participant increasing the percentage of women they follow, compared to the placebo condition. The first deployment observed the dependent variable change after one week; the second observed it after three weeks.

For the first field deployment of FollowBias, we recruited 227 journalists and bloggers who also had Twitter accounts. Of these, 61 completed the study. In this first deployment, 50 treatment participants and 11 placebo group participants completed the study. In total, 32 women and 29 men completed the study. The number of Twitter accounts they followed ranged from 5 to 4804, with a mean of 1000 accounts.

In the first deployment, the percentage point difference in women followed after one week ranged from $-0.55$ to 2.87, with a mean of 0.04. After one week, 9% of participants in the placebo group increased the percentage of women that they followed, and 40% of participants in the treatment group increased percent of women they followed. To our surprise, only one participant increased the women they followed by more than one percentage point; many in the treatment group reduced the percentage of women they followed (Figure 5).

In the second deployment of FollowBias, we recruited 332 journalists, academics, and bloggers who also had Twitter accounts. Of these, 86 out of the recruitment pool of 332 began the study. Twitter data was not available for 8 respondents, either due to software failures or participants choosing to opt out by revoking access to their Twitter data. In a logistic regression of participants who opted out, we find no difference between treatment and placebo groups on observable characteristics. Since participants with missing data do not influence the balance of the treatment and placebo groups, we drop them from the analysis (Table 1) [19]. Accounting for non-completers, the second experiment included 67 complying treatment group participants and 11 placebo group participants. In total, 43 women and 35 men completed the study. The number of Twitter accounts they followed ranged from 18 to 4761, with a mean of 1030 accounts.

Among second deployment compliers, the difference in women followed after three weeks ranged from $-1.2$ to 8.8, with a mean of 0.5. In that period, 54.5% of participants in the placebo group increased the percentage of women that they followed, and 59.7% of participants in the treatment group changed the number and percentage of women they followed. Over three weeks, 11 participants increased the women they followed by more than one percentage point (Figure 6).

**H1: The Effect of FollowBias Use on An Increase in the Percentage of Women Followed on Twitter**

In two randomized pilot deployments, we find mixed support for Hypothesis 1.

In the first study, after adjusting for covariates, we find that using FollowBias has a positive effect on the chance that a user increases the percentage of women that they follow over one week. On average, among compliers in our sample, a person who used FollowBias had a 45 percentage point greater chance of increasing the percentage of women they followed, when accounting for other factors (Table 2). In the second
study, after adjusting for covariates, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that using FollowBias has no effect on average over three weeks, among compliers in our sample.

These competing results are likely the result of our small sample sizes. In a follow-up power analysis, we simulated 10⁶ field experiments with a complier average treatment effect at the size observed in the first experiment. If the population effect is indeed a 45 percentage point increase in the chance of following a greater percentage of women, we would expect to observe a statistically-significant result 50.1% in the first study and 51.7% of the time in the second study. Our findings are consistent with the results of this power analysis.

H2: The Relationship Between Recommendation System Use and Increases in the Percentage of Women Followed

In the second deployment, we find support for the second, non-causal hypothesis. On average, among complying participants who used FollowBias, clicking at least once on a Twitter account in the recommendation system was associated with a 1.18 percentage point increase in the percentage of women followed after three weeks, holding all else equal (Table 3).

Experiment Threats to Validity

Missing Observations in the Second Deployment

The internal validity of our analysis on the second deployment may be affected by missing observations by opted-out participants. Even though there is no statistically significant difference between treatment and placebo in the chance of opting out, a greater proportion of treatment group participants did opt out, and participants who opted out tended to follow smaller percentages of women (Table 1). It is possible that participants with low FollowBias scores may have been so worried about the implications that they opted out of the study upon seeing their result. We explored this possibility by applying upper and lower Lee bounds [30] in followup analyses and found no meaningful differences from the result of dropping observation presented in our main findings.

Effect of the Survey Instrument

The internal validity of our analysis of exposure to FollowBias may be confounded by a possible effect from the pre-survey we issued to participants. Although our recruitment materials did not not mention gender, the survey did. While our placebo design avoids the most common biases from pre-tests that do not survey control group participants [19], our survey still introduces a threat to validity. Prior experiments have found that drawing attention to values may be sufficient for influencing behavior [54, 55]. Indeed, several participants in the first deployment remarked in an open-ended form field that the survey had led them to rethink how they relate to women on Twitter. If the survey had an effect on placebo and treatment participants alike, our models may have under-estimated the treatment effect of exposure to FollowBias alone.

For the second deployment, we test the hypothesis of a possible survey effect in a logistic regression model among the set of all recruited accounts that did not opt out. On average, recruits who complied with the study by taking the survey had a 17.6 percentage point greater likelihood that they would increase the percentage of women they followed compared to non-compliers, holding all else equal (Table 4). Since compliers do not differ from non-compliers on observable characteristics, this result offers strong, if non-causal, evidence that our estimates on the effect of FollowBias may have been confounded by the survey.

Interference from Network Spillover

Interference effects in networks are a further possible confounding factor in estimating the effect of exposure to FollowBias. Since the measured outcome involves changes in the social network of participants, placebo group participants might be affected by changes in the behavior of treatment group participants who they follow [14]. Due to the approach we took in our convenience sample to recruit people known to us, many of our participants also followed each other. Consequently, these spillover effects represent a substantial threat to internal validity. In the second deployment, only one placebo group
We asked similar questions of the second deployment. When participants were asked on a five-point likert scale if the gender of who they follow on Twitter is important in their professional work, 45 reported that it was sometimes, often, or always important (89% of women and 40% of men). Among participants, 23% reported tracking the demographics of their Twitter audience, with 64% in the first deployment and 76% in the second deployment expecting an effect.

Although most participants in both deployments expected an effect, the participants who explained their answer in a free text question were less certain. Several drew attention to their social context, mentioning their role in the “male dominated” fields of journalism and technology. For some, our survey represented the first time they had been asked to consider gender equality in their own behavior. One argued for the importance of “gender/sex blind” behavior, and others argued that it was more important to “judge people on merit” rather than follow someone based on gender. Yet others worried about having a “pro-men bias,” and expressed interest in quantifying gender differences in other parts of their behavior, including whose articles they read online.

### Qualitative and Observational Findings

#### Values Toward Women’s Equality In Twitter Use

In the first deployment, when asked on a five-point likert scale if the gender of who they follow on Twitter is important in their professional work, 32 reported that it was sometimes, often, or always important (79% of women and 31% of men). Many participants (25%) reported already paying attention to the gender of who they follow on Twitter.

We asked similar questions of the second deployment. When asked on a five-point likert scale if the gender of who they follow on Twitter is important in their professional work, 45 reported that it was sometimes, often, or always important (89% of women and 40% of men). Among participants, 23% reported tracking the demographics of their Twitter audience, and 19% reported already paying attention to the gender of who they follow on Twitter.

#### Over-Estimating the Percentage of Women Followed

In both studies, we asked participants to guess the percentage of men, women, and brand/bots/other accounts they followed on Twitter. In both studies, most participants over-estimated the percentage.

In the first deployment, 10 participants declined to guess, answering 0%. Among the rest, 88.2% participants over-estimated the percentage of women they follow on Twitter. These over-estimates were not consistent. We found no significant relationship between guesses and observed behavior.6

5Two-sided t-test for Pearson correlation $p = 0.17$

6The Pearson correlation between guesses of the percentage of women they followed and their observed percentage was 0.61 (Two-sided t-test: $p = 2.5 \times 10^{-7}$). The correlation between guesses and the percentage of women among gender-identified accounts was 0.61 (Two-sided t-test: $p = 2.7 \times 10^{-7}$).

#### Table 4. Estimating Possible Survey Effects, Second Deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>$-0.39^{**}$</td>
<td>$-1.02^{*}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated</td>
<td>$0.75^{**}$</td>
<td>$0.78^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Gender</td>
<td>$-0.06$</td>
<td>(0.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Women Followed</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>at start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Followed</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>at start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>$-213.30$</td>
<td>$-210.79$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>426.60</td>
<td>421.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{**}p < 0.001$, $^{*}p < 0.01$, $p < 0.05$
Among those who made corrections, participants made corrections on up to 38% of the total number of accounts they followed, with a mean of 13%. As before, a small number of users were very active in making corrections, with 10% of participants making over 100 corrections each. Twelve percent clicked on at least one screen name in the corrections system, perhaps to check the person’s gender or to consider unfollowing or recommending that account.

Sharing Suggestions With Others
In the second deployment, participants interacted with recommendations less than corrections, although the recommendations were more prominent. Suggestions were made by 15% of participants, while 12% of them clicked on suggestions. Seven percent viewed more than one page of suggestions.

Some participants subverted our design intent when making suggestions. Since our system only showed the recommendation button for accounts labeled as women, several men’s accounts and organizational Twitter accounts were labeled as women by users and added to the list of recommendations.

Explaining The Reasons for FollowBias Results
Most participants declined to offer an explanation of the factors that influenced the outcome of their FollowBias results. Among those who did, some saw professional pressures in tension with preferred personal behavior. “Who I follow, in part, is a function of my professional networks,” wrote one, citing a male-dominated environment. Another participant emailed us screenshots of the difference between a personal and professional account. The professional account followed 36% women, while the personal account followed 54% women (Figure 7). That participant explained:

“The performance of people I need to follow for politeness and algorithmic stuff is more male. The people that I actually follow and read every day is more female. [...] I work in the tech sector and that there’s a lot of politeness involved with following people so as to not offend. And since the tech sector is predominantly male, this bias is visible.”

This distinction between personal and professional Twitter accounts was common for many. In the opening survey, 40% of users reported distinctions between professional and personal

Twitter uses, and a quarter of responders kept both a professional and personal account. For one “male public figure,” the professional/personal nature of social media led him to follow fewer women, concerned that following more women might be seen as flirting. “I often stop and wonder if the ‘relationship’ gesture is appropriate,” he wrote.

Journalist social media activity is often monitored as part of employee evaluation. One respondent felt pressured by metrics systems to follow accounts that might not be actual interests: “the problem with my followers on this account above all else is that it’s a performance for other algorithmic analyses [from employers], not actually indicative of who I pay attention to.”

In the second deployment, participants appreciated the feature describing how much activity would be required to make a substantial change. In a typical response, one participant expressed surprise and appreciation together:

“I was baffled by the result—so far from what I perceived about my own account!... I *loved* the idea of being told how many women I would have to follow to bring up my percentage of female ‘followees’ by 5%”

Privacy Concerns About FollowBias Results
Several participants contacted us with privacy concerns. A journalist wrote, “I’m slightly nervous. The organization I work for prides itself on being objective and I take that value seriously in my work.” Acknowledging that FollowBias uses entirely public information, they remarked that “if you’re making the process really easy and calling it “FollowBias”, it might be a bit uncomfortable if that then got published with my name attached to it.” Another participant, who operates a feminism-oriented Twitter account, also encouraged us to keep our results private. “We already receive a lot of abuse from men,” this participant emailed us: “revealing the demographic of who we follow on Twitter (probably mostly women) would be likely to increase that and open us up to further criticism and accusations.”

DISCUSSION
As networked gatekeepers take a greater role in shaping attention in the public sphere, networked approaches to monitoring and establishing media representation will grow in importance. In this paper, we have outlined the issues at stake for women’s representation in online media and have demonstrated consistent under-representation of women among thousands of influential media-makers on Twitter. Motivated by those findings, we have introduced FollowBias, a system to support personal behavior change towards gender equality among network gatekeepers on Twitter. Our findings from two field deployments of FollowBias offer implications for the design of technologies to support equality and social justice online.

As intended, FollowBias succeeded at drawing attention to disparities between values and behavior. Participants consistently underestimated the percentage of women they followed, expressing surprise in their observed behavior. Most participants voiced a desire to pay attention to more women online.

Our users praised FollowBias and had high expectations for its effects on their behavior. We find mixed results on the effect of
FollowBias in two randomized trials. In the first deployment, compared to the placebo group, an experiment complier who used FollowBias had a 45 percentage point greater chance of increasing the percentage of women they followed on average, when accounting for other factors. We observed no statistically significant difference between treatment and placebo in the second deployment, a finding that a power analysis leads us to expect for our small sample sizes.

Our results may also be confounded by factors outside FollowBias, including our pre-survey and network interference. We note that all of the threats to validity that we explored tend when accounting for other factors. We observed no statistically significant difference between treatment and placebo in the second deployment, a finding that a power analysis leads us to expect for our small sample sizes.

Despite this somewhat promising result, it is not easy for anyone to substantially change the percentage of women they follow. Only a minority of participants in either deployment increased their result by more than one percentage point. As we found in qualitative analysis, wider factors from a person’s workplace, profession, and social surround can constrain individual behavior. When women are underrepresented in a particular profession or community, the available pool to follow may be small. Furthermore, employer metrics and obligations of reciprocity may require people to follow more people from a dominant group than they would prefer. A quarter of participants reported keeping different personal and professional accounts, and at least one participant had a secret personal Twitter account where they followed more women.

Social constraints may be overcome through recommendations that reach beyond a participant’s network, as we found in a non-causal analysis on the use of the recommendation system. Use of our recommendation system was associated with a 1.18 percentage point increase in the percentage of women followed by our participants on average, holding all else constant.

Even a single percentage point chance can require dozens or hundreds of actions. Some FollowBias users made large changes in their Twitter networks yet reduced the percentage of women they follow. These users may have lost track of the overall balance of the change in their behavior, accidentally reducing the percentage of women they follow. Prior research has tested an effect of value confrontation on a single commitment (joining the NAACP, enrolling in an ethnic studies course) [54]. In this study, we observe outcomes that derive from a large number of ongoing, sustained activities. It is possible that a single moment of surprise about one’s own behavior cannot alone support an ongoing effort of substantial change to one’s network. Further designs towards network equality might offer participants a chance to join a support group, track their progress, or subscribe to a publication after being shown information about their behavior.

Our findings offer guidance on future research on mediating factors in the effect of value confrontation on behavior change. In our survey results and email interviews, we encountered participants who do not hold women’s equality or media representation as meaningful guides to their behavior on Twitter. In these cases, we might not expect FollowBias to have the an effect. Future experiments with larger samples could randomize on participant values to identify the mediating role of values on the effect of value confrontation. Secondly, participants varied in the magnitude of the difference between their values and behavior. In our pilot studies, FollowBias users who made the greatest changes tended to be in the middle of the distribution of FollowBias results (Figures 5 and 6). Future studies could randomize blocks of participants on the magnitude of the difference between values and behavior to identify the influence of that difference on value confrontation effects. A third line of enquiry could explore the mediating role of social context on value confrontation effects, randomizing treatments on variables derived from participants’ network contexts.

FollowBias participates in a long tradition of quantitative monitoring and advocacy for equality, but as we discovered, personalizing those methods introduces substantial ethical and political design challenges. Quantitative systems for accountability and social change involve dynamics of risk and power that are very different when power is distributed across networks of individuals rather than institutions. Our privacy, safety, and reliability decisions created complicated trade-offs for users by omitting race and adopting gender binaries. Consequently, our system may have underestimated gender representation for participants who pay substantial attention to people from a variety of gender identities. Yet our users also thanked us for attending to privacy risks. By foregrounding limitations in the system’s construction of gender in the visual design of FollowBias, we successfully prompted critical reflection on these issues from users.

As designers motivated by social justice, our use of field experiments to structure our work created a difficult political decision for us: should we release FollowBias more widely without conclusive evidence on its average effects? The goals of critical design tend be focused on ideological critique, and designers have been caught off-guard when large numbers of people rely on their work [25]. Since creating FollowBias in 2013, we have faced substantial pressure to make the system widely available. As a critical design, our system successfully draws attention to an important inequality. From that perspective, widespread use of FollowBias would draw meaningful attention toward the under-representation of women by networked gatekeepers. Yet while we have promising evidence on a possible effect from FollowBias use, we cannot yet offer conclusive evidence on the average treatment effect. If FollowBias has no effect on behavior on average, a wide-scale deployment might misdirect valuable energy away from more effective efforts for women’s equality. For now, we have chosen to keep the system private and conduct further research.

The equality of women in society is a fundamentally important challenge. As social media systems restructure the brokers of attention and opportunity, we must ensure that the incomplete gains of women are not rolled back. In this paper, we address one area where this may be happening. Based on findings with FollowBias, we argue that personalized behavior change systems offer a promising direction for design and research toward equality among networked gatekeepers.
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